Having a surreal slant and cultivating the understated and deadpan The Novel and Other
Incidents has evolved from conversations and observations as well as drawing on personal
experience. It explores in word and image the poignant, the absurd, the tragic and the
comic.
Charlotte Harker has become a regular at our Open Mics, and our audiences love her witty,
thoughtful and incisive poetry and prose. Reading this collection, her sparkling, subtly anarchic voice
shines through on every page. Ranging from satires of the banal to celebrations of the absurd, the
scope of topics which catch her attention is deliciously wide, and she somehow manages to find the
zany, comic and unsettling aspects of even the most domestic and everyday experiences. A dazzling
new collection of inventive vignettes; I recommend it highly!
– Alexander Williams, writer and singer www.thedialup.blogspot.com
Drop your attention into the well of Charlotte Harker's imagination. When it reaches the water, listen
to the echoes. Ah! Satisfying water. Goodness! How deep you'll need to go.
– Jo Mariner, Poems for the List(eners) Listeners2016.com
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Charlotte Harker is an Artist, published Writer and Performance Poet. Her work has been
supported by, amongst others, Arts Council England and the Pollock Krasner Foundation. She has
exhibited her work both in the UK and abroad and been shortlisted for the Jerwood Drawing Prize.
She was the inaugural Artist in Residence at the Heath Robinson Museum in North West London.
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